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Effective Exam Preparation  

Class of 2017 

Extract from Chapter 5: The definitive Leaving Certificate Hacks 

Here are some useful hacks to help you prepare more efficiently, 

focus better, study smarter, learn sharply and ultimately achieve 

more. This chapter contains practical solutions to real problems you 

may face as you get ready for exams. The following are my ten 

definitive Leaving Cert hacks: 

1. Sleep Consistency 

As the last eight weeks approach, many sixth years get quite tired due 

to notes being fired at them from all angles in their subjects. The 

trick is to go to bed at the same time and get up at the same time 

every day, even on weekends. Are you tempted to stay up late on 

Friday and Saturdays? Is going to bed on Sunday a disaster where 

you struggle to fall asleep for ages? I would say to you, just for the 
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last eight weeks prior to the exams, get yourself into good habits 

trying to keep your body clock as regular as possible. 

In relation to the bedroom environment, I would feel that either leave 

your phone outside the bedroom or switched off. I know this advice 

will probably not go down well, but I am sure you will be grateful for 

it later. The phone is not a good bedtime companion as studies have 

proven that it does affect our sleep. These studies are showing that 

exposure to this strong white light on own phones affect our ability to 

reach a deeper sleep later in the night. This deep sleep ensures we 

wake up well rested and fresh. Have you ever woke exhausted from 

the lack of sleep and saying to yourself “I shouldn’t have stayed on 

my phone so long”? If this is you, well, you know what to do. This 

will definitely affect your performance the next day. 

Many people use their phone as an alarm but there are ways around 

not having to do this. Invest in a regular Alarm clock and let it do the 

wakening in the morning 📴. There are clocks on the market now that 
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will wake you gently with a gradual brightening light. Either way, the 

ideal situation is to leave their phone/ IPod in another room. If you 

are struggling to achieve this, ask your parents to help you make a 

change just before and during these critical weeks.  

2. Do what you don’t enjoy first 

 

It is very easy to sit down after dinner in the evenings and start into 

the subjects you like. I would advise you to take on the subject you 

find difficult or the one that is you’re least favourite first. When 

completed, this will give you a positive feeling as you tick it off in 

your journal. You should then move on to your second less favourite 

subject. In this way, the nights work is getting easier as your 

freshness wanes. Homework can often be rushed but you should 

approach each piece of homework as a mini study session.  I would 

also recommend you do whatever type of learning you aren’t that 

fond of first. In other words, if you don’t like reading or learning off, 
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maybe do that first as oppose to writing or note taking. Homework 

and studying are all about tactics, planning and working smart; 

quality over quantity. 📚  

 

3. Be realistic with your expectations 

 

"This morning I'm going to go back through the biology past papers 

and do every question on respiration" is your plan. Don't do that. 

Instead, try thinking like this: "I will find one long question on 

respiration, have a go at it and if I don't know something, I will look 

it up in my notes. I will then record the Information I have learned 

into a little notebook for this topic which I can refer back to later.” I 

feel that this is one of the most optimal ways of learning. Setting 

expectations too high may only make you feel negative about 

yourself if it doesn't work out perfectly. Beating yourself up about 

not studying or not doing enough can become a common trait of 

leaving cert students. Try to be positive by losing phrases like “I 
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should have” or “I wish I had”. Remember, you cannot change the 

past but you can shape the future. 

 

On following your lifestyle plan over the next number of weeks, 

always keep in mind that you are after small steady gains. These will 

compound themselves over time into great achievements. To quote a 

famous Vlogger “When I embarked on making my first You Tube 

video for my website, I had no idea how to do it. I decided I would 

just get one out, knowing that the next one produced would be better. 

If I had tried to make a movie trailer, the chances are there wouldn't 

be any of my videos at all online today.”  Rome wasn’t built in a day, 

so start somewhere and make little progressions each session. Keep 

tipping along and your progress will build and build. 

        Book to be released in September 2017 
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